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/// Executive Summary

MultiTouch is one of the forerunners in advanced interactive displays for professional use. Market  
segments such as corporate, retail, education, digital signage and museums are adopting interactive 
displays to address their specific engagement needs. As the number and size of these installations 
grow, accessing the real-time status and managing the displays individually and as a network of  
displays becomes business critical.

To address this market need MultiTouch has launched MultiTaction Management Suite. The first  
application available in the Suite is MultiTaction Site Manager that addresses the following key  
requirements:

1. Set up a new installations (pairing multi-touch displays and application computers)
2. Configure the operation of the new installations, or reconfigure existing installations
3. Perform color calibration on multi-Cell installations, e.g., walls and tables
4. Monitor and control the operation of installations
5. Update content on the operational installations

MultiTaction Site Manager includes five functional modules:
• Setup support
• Firmware connection
• Color calibration
• Display monitoring
• Application monitoring
• Sync server

MultiTaction Site Manager accesses the interactive display installations over a local network or VPN, 
allowing hundreds or thousands of installations to be controlled centrally and securely. This will  
massively reduce the need for onsite tasks and reduce the system unavailability through real-time 
reporting of any irregularities that can be addressed quickly.
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Taction

Pronounced: \ˈtak-shən\
from Latin: taction-, tactio
meaning: touch

Source: Merriam Webster  
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/// Overview

Background
Touch screens have taken over the world in the past five years with growing number of smartphones 
and tablet computers operated with multi-touch user interfaces. This growing user adoption of touch 
and multi-touch modalities has increased familiarity of and expectations for touch to be the primary 
interface method between man and machines in any situation. As a result, larger format displays are 
increasingly expected to support touch when deployed in public spaces, digital signage, education, 
retail, museum and corporate environments.

MultiTouch Ltd. has since 2007 developed the world’s most advanced multi-touch displays. They  
are used around the world in over 50 countries for creating exciting applications in retail, corporate, 
education, museum and other segments. Especially in retail, digital signage and education, interactive 
displays are developing into systems consisting of hundreds or even thousands of displays,  
content and applications. With this rapidly increasing number of business critical deployments, there 
is a growing need for a system management solution to address the setup, maintenance and content 
management tasks to be operated remotely and applied to thousands of locations.

MultiTouch recognizes the fact that we are creating something new here. Never before have  
interactive displays been thought as an IT system or as a network of servers. Never before has  
anyone attempted to have a real-time view to this system not to mention manage it in real-time.  
The work has just begun. Interactive displays are a fast growing market that will need a management  
system like this. In the end, we believe that managing networks of interactive displays and their  
content will be seamlessly integrated to system management solutions already in place in the IT world.

This white paper presents MultiTouch’s solution for remote management of interactive display  
installations. 
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MultiTaction Cells
MultiTouch introduced the first generation MultiTouch Cell interactive displays in 2008. It was followed 
by a slimmer and a lighter second generation Advanced product line in 2010. In 2011, MultiTouch 
introduced a completely new way to build interactive displays with its MultiTaction technology. 

The first product based on MultiTaction technology, a 55” MultiTaction Cell was introduced in October 
2011. With MultiTouch proprietary Computer Vision Through Screen technology integrated into the 
displays, it was possible to recognize user intentions much more accurately than with other touch 
technologies. Advanced gesture recognition based on identifying finger tips, finger orientation and 
complete hands allowed for natural and intuitive user interfaces to be built.

Moreover, the optical tracking which works perpendicularly through the LCD panel allowed support 
for advanced interaction methods. The system was able to see what users were doing in detail. These 
advanced interaction methods included:

• Object tracking. Physical objects could be tagged with optical 2D markers. There could be millions  
 of different marker codes depending on the marker size. Users could place objects such as ID   
 cards, coupons or product samples on the display and move and rotate them. Application  
 developers could make use of this when designing applications.

• Pen tracking. Active infrared pens were recognized by the computer vision system as separate from  
 fingers or objects. This allowed for simultaneous use of pen and touch in the user interfaces. 

• Shape (blob) tracking. Simple shapes such as circle, square or triangle shapes could be tracked  
 separately.

Due to these advanced capabilities that go beyond touch, we call MultiTaction Cells interactive  
displays.

New functionalities were developed and introduced with simple online software updates. A recent  
example was the industry’s first optical Hybrid Tracking technology which eliminates the effects of 
bright external light sources in touch tracking. 

Another major benefit of MultiTaction technology is that it is the only stackable touch display in the 
market. The front glass is flush from edge to edge and bezels are minimized making it possible to 
place up to 24 Cells together in table or wall installations. MultiTouch’s proprietary Cornerstone SDK 
allows these demanding applications to be implemented.  

In 2012, the MultiTaction product line has expanded with the launch of 42” models as well as  
models with embedded application computers with Windows 7, Windows 8 and Linux options.  
In September 2012, MultiTouch also launched the world’s first interactive display with ultra-thin bezel, 
the 55” MultiTaction Cell Ultra Thin Bezel (UTB). With virtually seamless borders between displays,  
the UTB model is especially suitable for multi-display installations.
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Deployment Scenarios
MultiTaction Cells are some of the most versatile interactive displays in the market. They can be  
used as a fully integrated display, fabricated into tables or on a wall or trolley mount. Stacking the 
Cells allows large interactive video walls or long multi-user tables to be built.

Some example mounting scenarios are presented below:

The applications deployed on the Cells determine the requirements for the technology. The advanced 
features offered by MultiTaction Cells allow clients and their software developers to create applications 
for an increasing number of versatile environments.

MultiTaction Cells are currently used in these major market segments:
• Corporate market. Workplace productivity solutions,  
   interactive presentation walls, collaboration tables, etc. 
• Education. Interactive whiteboards, collaboration tables.
• Retail. Kiosks, point of sale sales promotion tables or walls.
• Marketing and Exhibitions. Product showcases.
• Museums. Interactive exhibits.
• Entertainment. 
• Command and control
• Digital signage

Interactive video wall Collaboration table

Unconventional and creative interactiveConnected interactive table
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Siemens Identity Wall by uma.Executive Brand Suite at a global IT company in London by 

engage production.

Canning Stock Route table at National Museum  

of Australia by Lightwell.

ACME Brick Patina flagship store by [wire]stone.

Motivation for Remote Management 
Market segments such as corporate, retail, digital signage and education markets are growing at  
a fast pace. Interactive display installations using MultiTaction Cells are becoming larger, incorporating 
thousands of units in multiple physical locations, and becoming more and more business critical.  
Minimizing the amount of onsite labor, whether related to installing or operating them, has to be  
minimized in order to create a cost effective solution. At the same time, availability of the system 
needs to be maximized.

In the professional AV space, there are established control systems such as AMX and Crestron which 
are used to control all audio, video, lighting, air conditioning, etc. at a given physical site such as a 
conference center. MultiTaction Cells have the capability to let these control systems control some  
key aspects of the hardware, such as standby mode and status checks. However, these generic  
control capabilities do not address the requirements for setup and installation, ongoing maintenance,  
troubleshooting and application level issues. Moreover, when clients do not have AMX or similar  
system in use, there would be no way to remotely manage the MultiTaction Cells.

Some examples of actual client installations are presented below.
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In the IT space, SNMP based monitoring systems are widely in use. The corporate sector would 
especially benefit if interactive display installation deployed in conference rooms, meetings spaces 
and collaboration centers could be managed within the monitoring framework currently in use. There 
aren’t, however, SNMP agents or standard MIBs available for interactive displays and their special 
requirements. 

The major areas of interest are illustrated in the diagram below. 

Different management requirements of interactive display installations

For these reasons, MultiTouch is developing MultiTaction® Management Suite to address the differ-
ent levels of requirements regarding hardware and software control of interactive displays. The Suite 
is designed to be adopted as is and it can later on be integrated into existing system management 
frameworks. The key first application developed within the Suite is MultiTaction® Site Manager.

Setup and 
configuration

Content
management

HW monitoring 
and control

Usage data 
and statistics

Application 
control

Remote 
diagnostics and 

support and 
product care

MultiTaction
Interactive Display 

Installation
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/// MultiTaction Site Manager

Overview
MultiTaction Site Manager is an application that connects to any number of MultiTaction Cells and 
application computers to enable remote setup and control of multi-touch installations. Its role is to aid 
systems integrators, IT managers and content providers during the whole deployment life-cycle.

The key functionalities include:
1. Set up a new installations (pairing multi-touch displays and application computers)
2. Configure the operation of the new installations, or reconfigure existing installations
3. Perform color calibration on multi-Cell installations, e.g., walls and tables
4. Monitor and control the operation of installations
5. Update content on the operational installations

It is also possible to use the Site Manager only for a specific purpose, such as monitoring the  
operation of an installation.

To emphasize different uses of the application, Site Manager has the following functional modules:
• Setup support
• Firmware connection
• Color calibration
• Display monitoring
• Application monitoring
• Sync server

The overall architecture of Site Manager is presented below.

Site Manager connects to each MultiTaction Cell and the application PC MultiTaction Site 

Manager has been developed to benefit the whole life-cycle of multi-touch deployments, with these features:
• Enable system builders to set up displays easily and configure them to operate  
   with the given computer setup
• Enable installation managers to monitor the operation of installations and their user activity in real-time
• Enable content providers to update content on the installations in real-time

All these operations can be performed remotely, over a network. To enable this operation, MultiTaction 
Site Manager connects to each Cell and each application PC, using either a physical LAN or VPN.

Other installations with 
MultiTaction Cells and PCs

Application PC
MultiTaction Cell

Site Manager
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Site Manager is scalable in a sense that it can be used to control any number of installations, starting 
from a simple single-display installation, and expanding to large installations with hundreds or thou-
sands of displays.

Site Manager Client can be used from several computers simultaneously. For example, a field  
engineer can use a laptop to configure installations while an administrator uses a desktop PC to  
monitor several installations at the same time. In yet another location, a content provider can test new 
graphics on a test system, and then roll out the new content on all the installations at once.

Setup Support
MultiTaction Site Manager helps installation set-up process in many ways. Pairing MultiTaction Cell 
displays to applications is one of the first steps of application set-up work. To help with this task, 
MultiTouch Site Manager has the ability to scan local network to detect available MultiTaction Cells, 
and MultiTouch Cornerstone SDK-based applications. After MultiTouch Site Manager has detected 
the Cells, the user can interactively connect the displays to the corresponding applications.

This geometrical alignment is achieved with a dedicated graphical drag-and-drop component in 
MultiTaction Site Manager and it includes:
• placement
• rotation
• bezel compensation

Configuring a MultiTaction Cell wall in Site Manager
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Firmware connection
Individual MultiTaction Cells can be controlled in this phase, with full control of the internal firmware 
parameters. MultiTaction firmware connection allows the user to perform all tasks related to managing 
the operation of individual displays:
• Update firmware
• Enable/disable tracking extensions (marker tracking, pen tracking)
• Live tracking preview from each Cell
• Control tracking parameters (change marker size etc.)
• Control tracking output formats (TUIO, XML, Windows Touch)
• Color calibration

For operational efficiency, these operations can be performed either per display or in batch mode for 
many displays at once.

Configuring Cell firmware from Site Manager Display monitoring

Once the installation has been set up and is in use, operation of the display(s) needs to be monitored. 
MultiTouch Site Manager supports many levels of monitoring. MultiTaction display monitoring 
includes support for checking the operation of each Cell. These parameters include things such as 
thermal monitoring (in case ambient temperatures would rise) and uptime tracking. With these moni-
toring tools one can quickly check that the displays are operating reliably.
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Application Monitoring
While display monitoring is usually useful for technical support people, MultiTouch Cornerstone 
application monitoring is useful for both technical people and people with interest on user activities. 
Application monitoring component has the ability to perform real-time screen-cast from multiple instal-
lations, to enable administrators to see the activity on each display.

To see the details of user interaction, there is also an option for user input visualization. With this tool 
the administrator can view each touch event on the display.

An interactive wall of MultiTaction Cells with live application screencast

Real-time Control of the Active Application
With Cornerstone SDK, applications are typically written as plugins that can be combined. This enables 
one to use ready-made components from different sources for creating new applications. The applica-
tions that are created in this fashion can be changed using the Site Manager client using the ability to 
execute Cornerstone JavaScript scripts on the application computer. Each installation has a list of  
applications that can be used with that particular setup. For example there might two types of installa-
tions in a retail chain. To support the different installations there can be two sets of applications that can 
be used, so that each installation type uses an application which is tailored to the particular type.
Other use cases for this feature include
• Changing background
• Triggering special effects
• Showing new content on demand
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Updating Content with MultiTaction Sync Server
For content distribution, Site Manager includes a content synchronization server which can be used 
to distribute new data (images, videos, data-files, etc.) to a collection of installations. Content sync-
ing to local application computers must be done because touch applications need to load and show 
the content in the fastest possible manner to maintain fluidity of the touch user interface. Any loading 
messages and progress bars can be considered faults in the application design and may lead to the 
user abandoning it.

Sync Server is installed in the same local LAN or VPN as the interactive display installations are.

Sync Server allowing test installation and multiple live installations

The Sync server maintains a master copy of the application data which is used by all installations. Sync 
Server can manage the data sets of multiple applications being used. The application data can contain 
different data sets for different purposes, i.e., one data set is synced to all installations and applications 
use only portion of the set which is relevant to their case. The Sync server offers two- way synchroniza-
tion: upsync from an installation to the server, and downsync from the server to the installations.

The synchronization is triggered with the Site Manager client, using the application monitoring mod-
ule. The system synchronizes all the data files related to the master data set with a single command. 
In the upsync phase the synchronization is performed only from one installation to the Sync server 
master data set. In the downsync phase the synchronization can be performed from the Sync server 
to multiple installations at the same time.

Sync Server keeps its data in a directory structure and it can be integrated to any 3rd party system, 
e.g., a content management system.

Sync Server

Test installation
Live installation

Live installation

Live installation

Live installation
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/// Use Cases

The following use cases illustrate how Site Manager can be used to set up installations, monitor their 
operation, and control the content that is shown on the displays.

Monitoring Cells
In all phases of the installation life-cycle there are times when one wants to monitor the well-being of 
the displays, and inspect their operation. Site Manager firmware connection allows the administra-
tor to check the status of each display separately and inspect their operating temperature and other 
health parameters. This check can be performed from any location, for example via VPN, so that the 
administrator does not need to physically go to the installation (which might be on another continent), 
or use specific computer for the administration task.

Adjusting Cell Parameters
Besides monitoring Cells it may be necessary to adjust the operation of the displays. A practical case 
could a retail chain that wants to introduce markers to their products, as an upgrade to existing setup. 
In this case the administrator can turn on the marker tracking in the MultiTaction Cells using  
Site Manager firmware connection, and configure it remotely. In some cases these new features 
might require updating the firmware in the displays, to gain access to the new features. The firmware 
can be updated remotely, without visiting any of the sites with the displays.

Connecting Displays to the Application Computer
One of the basic tasks when setting up a new installation is to connect the display to the application 
computer, and set up the spatial layout between displays connected to the same computer. Site Man-
ager helps with this pairing process with tools to:
• Detect the available Cells
• Set up the layout of the Cells for each computer to match the touch output to physical Cell layout.

For Cornerstone applications, matching the Cells to graphics cards on the application computer. Non-
Cornerstone applications still benefit from the matched touch output.This work is usually done on-site, 
using a laptop. To perform the configuration, the user starts a Cornerstone-based application on the 
application PCs. Usually the Site Manager laptop is used on-site to scan for available Cells, and set up 
the touch configuration on the application PCs. The use of Site Manager saves time by giving graphi-
cal tools that turns complex layout configuration tasks into simple grad-and-drop operations.

Monitoring User Activity on the Installations
When the installations are operational there is often a desire to monitor user activity, to see how the 
applications are used. The main reasons for this are:
• Observe what the users actually do with the applications, compared to their expected  
   (or desired) behavior
• Verify that the installations are working correctly, for example that graphics on the screens are as   
   expected, and that the applications have expected performance (frame rate, memory usage etc.)
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These operations are performed with Cornerstone application monitoring. The monitoring module can 
be used in different ways, depending on the use case:
• Use a screen-cast of the application graphics to see all the content on the screen.  
   This operation uses video streaming to receive data from multiple installations at the same time.
• Follow touch events on the screens to see the hands of the users. This operation uses less network 
   bandwidth can be used with a great number of installations at the same time.
• Monitor the application performance to see if there are any potential bugs affecting some of the installations.

The screen-cast is particularly useful for content providers, and -managers to see the installations in 
action, and get a quick overview of what the users are doing at different sites. The touch event- and 
performance tracking are useful for technical people who need to maintain the systems and who need 
to get an overview of how the installations are working, in terms of technical operation.

Application monitoring works with Cornerstone-based applications, that include the remote  
monitoring/control server in the application. The monitoring/control server can be added to any  
application with minimal work, as a simple add-on component.

Uniform Color Perception in large interactive walls
When building an interactive wall with multiple LCD screen color uniformity is a universal challenge. 
This is due to the inherent variance in LCD backlight production.

When building an interactive wall consisting of multiple MultiTaction Cells, it’s important for all the  
Cells to reproduce colors as consistently as possible. Color mismatch between Cells is detected by 
the human eye and the user experience may suffer from this distraction.

Site Manager has a color calibration module, which allows you to measure and calibrate the color 
response of each Cell to achieve a uniform color perception by the end user. Measurements are done 
with one of the supported commercially available colorimeters. After the measurements, Site Manager 
calculates the average color profile which is saved to the Cells themselves.

While technically it’s possible to manually adjust each Cells color profile, trying to match colors for 
each Cell in the large wall is very difficult and time consuming, if not impossible. Site Manager  
automates this otherwise tedious process.

Distributing New Content to the installations
In retail, museum, and other vertical segments it is necessary to update content after the initial instal-
lation work, for example due to a new campaign. For this purpose the content creator can have a test 
system for trying out different data sets, and plugin configurations. Once the content is ready it can be 
upsynced to the Sync server, and then downsynced to all the end-user installations. The content can 
be updated at any time which allows for timely and controlled delivery of new content.

The synchronization is based on comparing the differences between the data sets, so that only new or 
changed files are copied. The Sync server does not limit the content types or relationships in any way.  
Thus one is free to use any kind images, videos, XML-files, data-bases etc. that are included in the data set.
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/// Conclusion

Development of MultiTaction Management Suite was undertaken based on real market needs as  
witnessed by MultiTouch in thousands of installation around the world. The growing size and business 
criticality of interactive display installations has given further boost to addressing the clear requirements 
for easier setup, 24/7 operation and other professional installation needs.

MultiTaction Site Manager is the first application offered by MultiTouch for system management.  
It addresses the most critical requirements effectively and lays the foundation on which evolving client  
requirements for control and system management can be met.

/// Contact and Further Information

For further enquiries about MULTITACTION or MultiTouch Ltd products,
please email sales@multitouch.fi, sales-us@multitou.ch or sales-asia@multitou.ch

Please visit for further information:
http://www.multitaction.com http://cornerstone.multitouch.fi/

Follow MultiTouch on:
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/multitaction Twitter: http://twitter.com/multitouchfi


